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In traduction. 

DOE Contract DE-AS08-82ER 12082 

June 9, 1982 to October 31. 1985 

This document is the final report to the Department of Energy from the 
University of ~evada Seismological Laboratory covering work done under the 
above-named contract. It r.overs investigations undertaken in the western Great 
Basin with emphasis on the Mammoth Lake:s, California region. 

Work by personnel at the University of NevadaSeismologicai Laboratory has 
contributed significantly to the delineation of shallow Cru~t8.l attenuating bodies 
in and south of J..&ong Valley caldera (Ryall and Ryall. 1981. 1983; Sanders and 
Ryall, 1983; Sanders. 1984; Ryall and Ryal~. 1984). In connection with the ~bm
moth Lakes earthquake sequence that start.ed in 1978. they noted that shallow 
earthquakes occurring near the southern boundary of the caldera produced 
earthquakes with P-waves depleted in high-frequency content and" no S-waves at 
all at regional stations to the north. This -r.ork led to the suggestion by Sanders 
and Ryall (1983) that several magma chambers were present in the caldera :it 
de!'>ths of 4- to B km. Further studies of S-wave shadowing led Ryall and Ryall 
(t 984) to propose a crust.al anomaly. possibly associated with magma, near t.he 
south end of the Hilton Creek fault. 10 km south of the caldera. 

Magma has almost certainly heen recently intruded to shallow depths in 
Long Valley caldera. as is most clearly evidenced by recent uplift of the resur
gent dome within the caldera (Savage and Clark. 1982; Rundle and Whitcomb. 
1984). The presence of recently-intruded magma south of the caldera would 
open the possibility of a system of feeder dikes connecting these two magma 
bodies and provide fundamental information about the timing and physics of this 
process (e.g .• the possibility that intrusion of magIT'a. like the seismicity. first 
occurred 10 km south of the caldera). One clear advantage of working wiLh a 
possible magma zone south of the caldera is that the sites over this zone. being 
mostly on hard rock. provide a potentia:Iy clearer view down into the associaled 
earthquake source zone than stations located in the caldera. Under our just 
completed DOE ('ontract.. we have expanded our seismic network to provide 
better coverage of this southern seismic zone. Our plan was to place seismome
ters directly over the earthquakes occurrillg in the Sierran mountain block to 
provide weU-controlled hypocentral information on these sources. and to place 
stations along the west flank of the While ~{ountains to observe raypaths that 
would pass through suspected attenuating bodies. As often happens in science. 
the natural phe;1omena did not conform to the plan. Instead, seismicity in the 
mountain block became progressively more qUiescent during Fall 1984. Subse
quently. the I':ovember 1984 Round Valley earthquake occurred east of the 
mountain block in the center of the dense array of stations. with espec.iaUy good 
azimuthal c(;!1trol provided by the White Mountains stations. This magnit.ude 6 
event produced thousands of recorded aftershocks. some of which showed 
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anomalous phases at the statiolls placed in the Sierra Nevada. These data have 
provided more evidence on the nature of t.be possible magma intrusion at the 
south end of Hilton Creek fault. The arrival times and wave character of these 
anomalous seismic phases have led us to suppose that they are P reflections, 
much like those found by Hill (1976) in the NW part of the ca.ldera. These phases 
are so strong and are seen so frequently that we arc now able to hypothesize the 
approximate geometry of a causative body (roughly cylindrical. four to eight km 
deep. and perhaps 2 km wide). This report provldes some of the latest informa
tion covering our efforts in lhis area. 

This report summarizes our work on three basic tasks: {1} network opera
tions. (2) data analysis and interpretation. and (3) study of magma bodies. We 
conclude the report with a summary of abstracts and publications whir:h have 
been supported by this contract. /u:. n1.-e.,'-€.(( 

AU research done under this contract draws from seismic data taken from 
the t:~R-USGS-DOE seismic array. Operation of this net.work is therefore playing 
a vital role in providing detailed monitoring of an area of known geothermal 
resources. and with potential for both major volcanic eruptions and tectonic 
earthquakes. This section describes network operations during the recent con
tracting period. 

Current Network 

The University of Nevada is currently operating 56 seismic stations in 
western ~evada and eastrrn California. with heavy emphasis on t.he Long Valley 
region. In addition to our own stations., we also receive telemetered signals from 
stations operated by other agencies. 2 from the University of California. 1 from 
the Califo:'nia Department of Water Resources. and 15 from the USGS al ~{enlo 
Park. Our current 74-station network is listed in T1.iIbie 1. and the Long Valley 
area stations are shown in Figure 1. Including mUlti-components and time sig
nals. we are currently recording 68 channels of data from this network. 

Data Acquisition and Analysis 

Ana.log System. Since 1969. all signals from the telemelered network have 
been recorded on analog magnetic tape. Simultaneous I,:,'. eight selected slations 
are monitored on HeHcorder paper~drum t"ecorders. Until recently the Helicord
ers were scanned to choose events for detailed analysis. and those events were 
playt:d oul on 16-channel slrip-charl (Siemen::> ink-jet) n:cordings using swilch
selectable groups of stations. The Siemens records were timed by hand. cards 
were punched from the reading sheets. and the data were fed inlo the PDP-
11/70 for h.i"pocenler and magnitude determination. The analog-tape recording 
system is still functional. and is pr.eserved today as a backup system. 

~1"f!·li~1.e System. A computer'-based ~arthquake recot"ding system has been 
operating at UNR since May 1984· and is triggering successfully on local events. 
regional earthquakes. teleseism.s. and explosions. It provides on-line event 
detection and digitization of the analog seismic signals transmitted to the Reno 
data facility. This system facilitates analysis of large numbers of earthquakes 
and will allow \'Vaveform analysi~l of the netw1)!'k data. The triggering algol'ithm 
has been tuned sufficiently that false triggers comprise 10% of the tolal number 
of events recorded. We are currently recording 84 seismic signals and 4- time 
signals on the 96-channel on·line system. The data are processed with an 
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interactive graphics software package developed at the University of Washington 
that a.Hows rapid limin~ and location of earthquakes. All arrival time picking is 
done by human analysts. but the computer system has greatly reduced the 
errors which are of necessity associated with analog analysis. During the first 
year of operation we have recorded and archived digital seismograms for 6129 
seismic events. Of this number 3544 (5B%) are local earthquakes that we have 
located and cataloged. The remainder of the data are teleseisms, regional 
events, nuclear tests, and local events of less than 10 seconds duration, (roughly 
magnitude < 1.5 Md, for which we save the traces but do not time the arrivals. 
'rhe Helicorders are still scanned on a daily basis lo guarantee that no events 
are missed, but the experience has been that the on-line system records more 
events a.nd down to a lower threshold than was previously achieved with the 
hand-anl'l.lysis method. 

Digital Stations. The University of ~evada has constructed Ii 4-station, 
telemetering digital array which is now deployed in mine tunnels at Baltle ~{oun
tain (BM:':). ~Hna (MNA) Washoe Cily (WeN) and Donnelly Peak {DNY}, and teleme
lers continuous digital dala from those sites to the University recording facility. 
The stations are designed as a completely digital data IlcQuisition system, 
featuring 72 dB resolution, 96 dB dynamic range, and 0.05-20 Hz signal ba.ndpass 
(Nicks. et al., 1983). Date. from the stations are phase encoded and input to a 
1200-baud modem for VHF radio transmission to the recording facility at Reno. 
The design uses CMOS technology to reduce power consumption which facilitates 
battery or snlar-powered operation. The recording system consists of a com
puter input asst:'mbly that. accepts phMe modulnted data from the field stations 
and formats it f'.>r input to an LSI-l1/23 compute!". The data are continuously 
recorded {In d;8tla1 magn~lic tape. Efforts are under ,'!o.y to incren.:::e the sam" 
pling re.te Cro'n 25 to 50 samplas/sec and. tn <>::pand the station capacity of the 
computer. In (,(~.:" to accommodate the increased dala rate, the 11/23 will be 
switched from continuous to event-triggered recording. Four slations are 
currently in operation, and we expect to add one station per year over the next 
three years. 

'rask 2. Analysis and Interpretation 
In the course of our work on this contra.ct with the Department of Energy, 

we have placed major emphasis on the interpretation of basic seismological data 
as it pertains to the seismotectonics of the Ma.mmoth Lakes region, with 
emphflsis on t.he possible lccat.ion of shflllow ~rm:;t.al mflgma. These brlsic dAt.fl 
sets comprise (l) seismicity, (2) focal me~hanisms, and (3) waveform ana.lysis. 
Contributions in each of these areas are des~ribed in this section. 

2.1 Seismicit.y 

2.1.1 Relocations of the Earlier Earthquakes 
Mammoth Lakes (.>Vents. During this reporting period the work of C. S. Lide 

appeared in pdnt. The main ~ontribution of this work VIas to present a set of 
prccisc mastcr-event loco.tions of the cady part of the aftershock sequence of 
the 1980 Mammoth Lal<cs earthquakes. Before discussing the results, we 
present a commentary on the importance of the master event method as 
applied in this region. 

The so-called mastGT"ClIent location method is a procedure for determining 
quite accurate relative locations of hypocer.ters even if the density of the 
recording stations is quite low, as it was at the time of the 1900 sequence (UNR 
was operating only lhree telemelered stations in the area at the lime). The 



essence of this method is to choose Ii weU located earthquake and assume that 
the travel-time residunlfi observed for it are a reflection of lha uncertainiti~s in 
the v~locit.Y model. The residuals arc then employed as station corrections to 
locale other evenls that are ebse to lhe "master event" in space and lime. This 
assumption can introduce a systematic error in that all of the relocated ev~nts 
will be displaced by the distance between the caloulated and the "true" location 
of the master event. However, thi!:l method subtracts out the random comQ 

ponenl of the velocity model ~rrors and usually gives a truer picture of the rcla
tive locations of the earthquakes to each other. The master-event technique can 
be made extremely rigorous by calibrating the masler with explosion dala and 
by being highly selective in the choice stations used. Compel'e. for example, 
locations computed using ordinary methods of the 1976 Wheeler Crest aft
ershocks with locations found, using much the same data, via the master-event 
method. shovfn in Figufi"c! 2. Using the ordinary method, a ralher diffuse cloud of 
earthquakes is given. while lhe master event method quite clearly shows an 
north-south lineup of epicenters (FinuIrG 3). Using a dense array of stations 
pldced over the aftershock region. the USGS has located some of these aft
ershocks (Figure 22). If one t;.elieves that earthquakes should line up on linear 
features. such as faults, 11 comp~rison of these figures suggests that the 
master-event locations ar£; probably corrElet. 

This point is particularLy importL1nt at Mammoth Lakes, where the stations 
cover~~e was sparse during this time poriod. Preliminary epl.;enters deter
mined sh~wed a similar tendency towet'd an amorphous cloud of events. A major 
question wt;;:.s this: on what structures were these thousands of eUl'thquakes 
cccurring'? 1 •• thG absence of 3utflclE:nUy ljredse iocuaons, it. \lIas not. possioie to 
a.nswer this qu~sticn, particularly because there seemed to be no corr-elation 
between the seh:micity rmd the obvious major Holocene faulting features of the 
Mammoth Lakes region. such as the Hilton Creek fauLt. This left resenrchers in 
quite a quandary. It was therefore quite important to l.ittempt precise relative 
locations to see if. in fact, the earthquakes were occurring on structures either 
known or unknown. 

Somerville and Peppin (1980) were the first to report master-event loca~ 
lions of Mammoth Lakes earthquakes. They found that the seismicity above 
magnilude 4.0 appeared to concent.rate on N·S lineaments. However. the work 
was justly criticized for relying on a small number (only 50) events. 1'h(}'.'efore, 
it was importa.nt to try and perform master-event analysis on a larger subset of 
n complex data set comprising about 10.000 earthquakes. This was one of the 
contributions made by Lide in his Master's thesis. 

Shown in Figure 4- are master-event locations given by Lide (1984). on the 
right (ror comparison. the U!'1R catalog locations are given on the Left. again 
showing how the masler evenl procedure lends lo reduce the scatter of the epi, 
cenlers computed). The numbet' of events Lide used is limited by a hgorous 
application of the master-evenl technique, which required that the same sea
tions be used for all of the events. However. in this figure, as found by Somer
ville and Peppin (1geO), the events lend to show two lineations (NNE ra.ther than 
N, however). Although th\s trend is not what one would expect bo.sed on the 
geology of the area, the precision of the locations gives quito unequivocal evi
dence for such trends, and Lido sought to find a.n explana.tion. He noled that 
Mayo (1937) had done a study of jointing in the Mesozoic rocks of the mountain 
block south of the caldera, and had shown a strong incidclnce of NNE jointing in 
these rock~J (Fie;ure 5). This suggests that. present earthquukes south of the cal
dera mnj' be oecurring on lineR of preexisting WOll.knCR!l (t.hn NNF. jointR) find 
therefore lhat the tectonics giving rise to active volcanism in Quaterna.ry times 
around the caldera ma.y now be speeding south. 
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Figure 2. ~aster·cvent locations for aftershocks (with magnitude 4· and gl'cllter) 
of the 04 October 197B Wheeler Crest (~at·thql1uke (Somerville and Peppin. 19'1D). 
Solid square: main shock. Exactly the same stations and st.ation weights were 
used to perform th~se locations relative to a master event (which was localed 
llsing many more and local stations). 
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Figure 4. Right: Master-event Epicenters of 344 aftershocks of the May 19BO 
Mammoth Lakes ear.thq.llakes whose master-event R~fS residual was 0.1 second 
or less. Solid dots: 25 May 1980. 1633 GCT and 27 1fay 1980. 1450 GCT (1 and 2. 
respectively). Master event locations from Lide (1~84). Left: tJXR catalog loca
tions. 
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Figure 5. Rose diagrams showing freql'ency of various orientations of steeply 
dipping joints and fractures for four areas south of Long Valley caldera, from 
~ayo (1937). 
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In connection with our recent contract. these matters are of not inconsid
erable inlerest. For example. a number of aulhors (Rundle and Whilcomb. 1984) 
have theorized that the seismicity at }.{ammoth Lakes is controlled by the injec
tion of magma into the area of the resurgent dome. citing. for example. that the 
increase in volume as measured geodetically gives about the same order of 
volumetric seismic moment as shear seismic momenl released by all of the 
earthquakes. On the other hand. injection of magma may be a passive part of 
the ongoing tectonics of the rt:gion. That is. the forces that now appear to be 
acting to cause lineu!'s of earthluakes south of the caldera may incidentally be 
causing lhe upward movement of magma. Clearly then. this aspect of the con
tract work has given important new information that will have to be factored 
into any suggestions OIl how the seismicity and the magma are related. and we 
are presently increasing the population of me.ster-event locations for the 1980 
sequence to explore lhese points further. 

Another point as noted by C. S. Lide in his thesis is that the seismicity 
appears t.o be truncated to the .. rest by a NW trending. IV dipping boundary which 
is on strike with the Hartley Springs fault north of the caldera (Figure 6). As 
this fault is a rangefront fault. this result suggests that there may be a secular 
migration of seismicity west from what is clearly the eastern boundary of the 
Sierra front (the Round Valley fault). which will in time lead to a movement of 
the boundary between the Sierra and Basin and Range tectonic provinces. 

1978 Wheeler Crest. Because the 04 October 1978 Wheeler Crest earth
quake was the first large event of the sequence. and because Julian (1963) and 
Julian and Sipkin (1985) have argued ror a CLVD non double-couple mechanism 
for this earthquake. it has recently attracted some interest. Both the UniverSity 
of Nevada and t.he U.S.G.S. put out t.em.porary c:;t"'.t.ions following this ee.rthquake 
to record aftershocks. The U.S.G.S. located about 350 aftershocks. mostly 
deriving readings from smoked paper recordings. We are presently relocating 
some of these using the UNR data. which can be timed more accurately than the 
smoked-paper recon ...... (timing precision about 0.02 versus 0.05 second for the 
latt.er). Somerville and Peppin (1980) have argued that the Wheeler Crest region 
exhibits characteristics of an asperity. such as found on the San Andreas fault 
near Parkfield (Bakun and McEvilly. 1979). in that episodes of seismicity which 
occur along the whole eastern Sierra front from Reno to Bishop appear often to 
initiate near Wheeler Crest. If this is true, then a better understanding of this 
source region will be an essential part of unscrambling the tectonics of this 
region. 

2.1.2 •. On-Line Locations Computed since 1964. 

Locations Neai' and South of Long Valley Caldera 
The seismic activity that has occurred since the on-line system started 

operation in May 1984 is summarized in Figure 7. As has been the story since 
1980, the majority of the earthquakes have been occurring in the Sierra Nevada 
mountain block south of thc Long Valley caldera. Of thc the seismicity that has 
occurred in the caldera. virtually all of it has been confined to the south moat. 
and the majority has been located along the south rim fault. This is somewhat 
surprising because geodetic measurements for the region indicate that defor
mation is affecting the whole caldera and the center of maximum uplift is 
towards the center of the caldera. 

Within the mountain block to the south. the earthquakes are rather scat
tered. but a couple of NNE-trending linear features are prominent. These 
appear to be the result of continuing activity on fault-like features that were 
discovered among the 1980 aftershock epicenters (Somerville and Peppin. 1980; 
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Figure 6. Cross section BB' (see Figure 4) of the earthquakes shown in that 
figure, with the b'TO large earthquake hypocenters shown as before. "HSF" is the 
surface projection of the south end of the Harttey Springs fault onto the cross 
section. From Lide (1984). 
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the Mammoth Lakes region. The same lineations of earthquakes found by Lide 
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Lide. 1964; Lide and Ryall. 1965). Furt.her to the southeast. earthquakes ~,ere 
numerous in the aftershock zone of the 1964 Round Va1l1Y earthquake. The 
majority of these occurred in late 1984 and the first few months of 1985. and the 
seismicity was approaching background levels by November. 1965. 

Locations of the November 1984 Rou.nd Valley aftershocks 
As part of our recent DOE contract. our existing seismic network in the 

Mammoth area was augmented with 10 new stations located south and east of 
the Long Valley caldera during the summer of 1984 (Figure 1). The intended 
purpose of these stations was to gather more data on anomalous phases that 
had been ol:-sel'ved for events during the spring and summer of 1984 (see beloW). 
These phases had characteristically been observed at stations east of the Sierra 
Nevada for earthquakes occurring in the Sierran mountain block south of the 
Long Valley caldera. especially those occurring towards the south end of the Hil
ton Creek fault. These new stations included five within the Sierra !\ievada. 
whose purpose was to permit accurate locations for the seismic sources. ,and five 
stations located 20 to 40 km to the east to hopefully observe the anomalous 
phases at new sit.es with similar azimuths. During the lat.e summer and fall of 
1984. the seismicity became progressively more quiescent. and no anomalous 
phases were observed at the White Mountains stations. although some were seen 
for stations installed in the Pioneer Basin of the Sierra Nevada. Finally. on 
,November 23. a large earthquake occurred right i.n the center of the new net
work. the result being high-quality data collected on the mainshock and 
thousands of aftershocks. yielding excellent cont.rol on hypocenters and focal 
mechanisms. Although the aftershock: zone was quite extensive and comple}c. 
the many anomalous phases generated by theiie aft~l'shucks appeared only for 
events from very localized regions of the aftershock zone. These will be dis
cussed in more detail below, but first this must be put in the context of what has 
been learned so far about the Round Valley earthquakes themselves . . 
Round VaUey earthquake 

At 10:08 am PST on November 23. 1984. an earthquake of magnitude 6.2 ML 
(Pasadena) occurred under a broad circdar depression known as Round Valley. 
that is located between the 2-km high escarpment of the Wheeler Crest on the 
west. and the less elevated depositional surface of the Bishop Tuff (referred to 
locally as the Sherwin Grade) on the east. The location of this earthquake was 
not unexpected because it occurred proximate to a major Sierra Nevada range
front fault. the Round VaHey fault, which shows well-docu.mented evidence of 
normal faulting up through the lIolocene (Drya.nt. 1904). However. the evidence 
gathered fr.-om the mainshock and the thousands of aflershocks appears to indi
cate that the Round Valley earthquake most probably occurred on a fault quite 
different than the one expressed at the surface. 

Initial W()ck presented by Ryall and Hill (1984) and Corbell (1985) showed 
that the mainshock itself was most probably the result of rupture on a single 
well-defined faul.t plane. as indicated by the first 3 hours of aftershock activity 
(Figure B). These dtlta suggest that the initial rupturc was on u vcrtical planc 

. trending N 300 E that was 6 kilometers long and extended from 6 to 12 km 
depth. The location of the mainshock epicenter relative to these aftershoel<s 
further suggests that the rupture initiated in the upper northeast corner of this 
plane and thcn propogated unilaterally to the southwest and downward. A 3 by 3 
km zone of no aftershocks in the vicinity of the mainshock (see Figure 8) has 
been interpreted as a possible asperity by Corbett et al. (1985). Focal mechan
isms for aftershocks during the first 3 bours indicate strike-slip motion. with 
planes trcnding N 30° E that would correspond to left-lateral movement (Smith 
et aL. 1985). A first-motion faull plane solution was not obtainable for the 
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mainshock due to u foreshock preceding it by 4.5 seconds. However. Barker and 
Wallace (1985) have performed an inversion on the t.eleseismic body waves for 
this event which also indicates lefl-lateral faulting on a NE-trending plane. 

After these first few hours of activity, aftershocks began to occur frequently 
off this main trend and at shallower depths. so that this simple zone quickly 
grew more comple>c. After three weeks the aftershock zone was a 12-km sided 
triangle with the initial XE trend still apparent as the main structure (Figure 9). 
Cross-sections of these data show that most of the off-trend activity is shallower 
than 6 km and lends to get progressively shallower to the NW (Fii5ure 10). There 
is also a somewhat weaker suggestion of a planar structure that dips 60" to the 
NE and trends NW from the south end of the original fault rupture. Fault 
mechanisms for these shallower events show that these are predominately 
vertical-slip or oblique-normal events. Both of these types of mechanisms con
tain !'J;':;-trending planes. but t.hey would correspond to down-to-the-west move
ment. which is at odds with the Quaternary tectonics that is observed at the sur
face. Due to the NW-trending line-up of some of the shaUow normal events. one 
has the option of choosing down-to-the-northeasl movement on NW-trending 
planes, but this trend is nearly perpendicular to the range-front fault at this 
point. In short. the many aftershocks that occurred off of the principal strike
slip trend suggest a complicated process of tectonic stress release that is quite 
different from the initial mainshock rupture as well the Holocene surface fault
ing. A possible explanation is suggested by Corbett at al. (1985), who note lhat 
the aftershock seismicity propagates westward and upward as a. function of 
time. They suggest that this phenomenon is the result of pervasive fracturing of 
the shallow crust in response to the temporal migration of Rtr~::;Sf!s ann/or 
fluids. Allhough the presence of magmatic fluids is well documente.d under the 
Long Valley caldera, it is surprising that they may be located this far to the 
south, especially in light of the Ia.ck of extrusive rocks younger than the Bishop 
Tuff (0.7 m.y. age) and the absence of geothermal activity in this area. Thus, we 
have made an effort to .... 'lerrnine the relationship (if any) with magmatic 
activity south of caldera. 

2.2. Fucal Mechanisms. 
The November 1984 Round Valley earthquake offered an excellent opporbm

tty to study a large number of fir~t'rnotion earthquake focal mechanisms using a 
dense array with good azimuthal coverage. Results h,\';e appeared in a number 
of abRt.ract.R (Ree below). Several point.!' fire of int.erest.. First. fiR wit.h t.he ot.her 
earthquakes of the Mammoth Lakes sequence. the mechanisms show no corrlela
Hon with prominent geologic features of the area • . "econd, the pattern of focal 
mechanisms is distressingly (not to be facetious) complex. and third they have 
provided information about the extent of the unique Mammoth Lakes stress 
regime. These are discussed in sequence. 

Poor Correlation with Sur/ace Features. As for the 1978 and 1980 aft
ershocks, we again find that a definite vertical fault plane appears to be shown 
by the early aftershocks. and the focal mechanisms on this plane are consistent 
with iLs strik~ (see Figures 2 and 6 above). BuL as wiLh lhe 1980 earthquake uJL
ershocks of Lid~ (1984). this plane shows absolutely no correlation \\'ith any 
mapped faulL Be,:ause the earthquake occurs Lo Lhe east of one of the major 
range fronls of Lh(! western U.S., wilh some 2,500 melers of very sleep relief. we 
might have expect,~d to see expression of normal faulting in connection with this 
~arthquE1.ke. consistent with the sense of substantial. obvious Holocene normal 
~aulting that can be seen all along the eastern Sierra front (and which wa~ manl
:ested only a few tens of km south in the great earthquake of 1872). To make 
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matters worse, the ,aftershock sequence does indeed show quite a few norma.l· 
faulting mechanism~: but for those the west side (toward the mountains) is 
down. In no other area of the Basin and Range where magnit.l1de 6+ earthquakes 
have occurred (Yellowstone; Borah Peak; Hansel VaHey; Dixie Valley; Fairview 
Peak; Pleasant Valley: Cedar Mountain: Owens Valley) is there such complete 
lack of correlation of the aftershocks with mapped normal faulting features. It 
is possible to argue that thiR is in itself evidence for seismicity strongly 
influenced by otber than the normal extensional tectonics of the Basin and 
Range (Le .. by recent intrusion of magma). 

Focal Mechanism Complexity. The work of Corbett (1985) Smith et al. (1985) 
shows that the pattern of focal mechanism a: socialed with t.he Round Valley 
earthquake is very complex. After a quite simple start, in which most of the 
~arthqullkes were r\E trending strike-slip mechanism (consistent with the :\E 
trend of the early aftershocks), the aflershock pattern grew quite complex. and 
produced a wide variety of mechanisms. It appears that at least Ii part of this 
complexity arises from the fact that the mains hock appears to be located in an 
asperity of several kilometers extent. In one respect the Round Valley earth~ 
quake is "ordinary": focal mechanisms obtained from the teleseiRmic inversion 
of P-we.ves (Barker and Wallace, 1985) give a focal mechanism consistemt with 
strike slip motion on a NE trending plane. This complex pattern of focal 
mechanisms shows that we must definitely be ca.l·eful when extrapolating resulls 
obtained from sma.ll earthquake aftershocks to make statements about the 
regional stress field. This complell:ity may be the result of very localized block 
movements caused by highly frllctured rock, find therefore not representative of 
regional tectonics, but rather a manifestation of what amounts to compleldty in 
near-source rheology. In fact, we can be hopeful that det.ailed examination of 
microearthquake focal mechanisms in this area might be used for just the pur
pose of studying this rheology. 

Stress Regime BoundaMJ. One of tr.G interesting points about focal mechan
isms of the Mammoth ...... kes co.rthqunkcs is that, uniquely among Bnsin and 
Range earthquakes, they show dominantly NE-trending axes of extension, where 
Basin and Range tectonics is consistent with extension in a. WNW to westerly 
direction. That is, in a rather small area fiO by 30 km in clCtent, and centered on 
the Long Valley caldera, the directions of elttension obtained from focal mechan
isms is different from surrounding regions (EW. or San Andreas style extension 
to the west and WNW-ESB, or Great Basin style extension to the caRt). Pitt and 
Steeples (1975) presented composite microeartb4uake focal mechanisms for tbe 
norlbern end of Owens Valley and reported ~ rola.tion of the tension axes for 
Mammoth, as compared with Round Valley events. 

With lhp. occurrence of the 1984- Round Valley earthquake, we were offered 
the chance to reexamine this situation much rr.ore critically. Hecenl work by 
Vetter (19SG) is summ"l.rized in Fi~u.lre 11. Shown are stereo plots of the axes of 
compression and ex:lension for two groups of well-controlled focal mechanisms 
(lop) and frequency-versus-azimulh plots of the slt'ike of the focal planes (bot
tom). The events on the left are west of the Round Valley fault, under Pioneer 
Basin; the events on the right are east of the Round Valley fault in the aft
ershock zone of the 1984 event (Figure 9). The Pioneer Basin events are typical 
of others with the characteristic ENE extension axes of cnldera events, While the 
Hound Valley events are more variable. It is notorious that almost no mechan
isms occurring west of the Round Valley fe.ult show t.he WNW axes of extension 
that typify earthq'..lakes of the Basin and Range (and reflected in the regional 
geology with NNF: trr:nding bflftinr. I1nd ranges). Therefore, it cnn be Ruggeftted 
that t.he Round Valley fault forms the precise boundary between tho Mammoth 
Lakes tectonic province and the Basin and Range, and that the tf'ansition to 
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strike. From VeUer (1986). 
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Basin and Range occurs in a more diffuse zone extending east perh~~s to tha 
White MC:,H.mtainl'.l. If true, lh!!'! hypothesis wuuld provide a sUbstantive constraint 
on tectonic models proposed for this area. -

2.3. Waveform Aualy~io. 
During lhe rocent. contract. period a. considere.ble amount of work was dona 

on wavefflrm I1nalysis. "Waveform analysis" in this context means the analysis of 
seismic trnvel timos and the general character of waves rather thun the mean
ing cu~rEmlly understood by seismologists, i.e., comparison of theol'ellcal with 
observed seismograms. Although we are now on the verge of doing soma such 
comparisons based on our accumulating data bllse and knowledgo of these 
waveforms, no such work was aUempted in the recently-cnded contract period. 
Much of the material in this section was presented by Peppin (1985). 

2.3.1. S·Wave Sbe.u!omng. As not.ed above, e. pr'iml1ry motivation for the funding 
of research at UNR by DOE was the work on S-,,!ave shadowing. The result of lhis 
work has been the only definite proposal yel published (Sanders. 1984) delineat
ln~ shallow-crustal anomalies in Long Valley caldera which most. investigators 
now accept asm&.gma bodies. At a recent contractors' meeting involving the 
proposed de~p hole drilling projfjct within Lons Valley, discussion centered 
around Sanders' work, because it provides- one of only two lines of evidence tha.t 
would now permit placing {l mtlrk on a map dnd 'linking a hole to reach magma 
(the other line of evidence bl'ling the loco.Uon of the January 1963 e1'lrthqullka 
swarm nenr Casa Ditl.blo). Recent work by HYllll and RYllll (1984) presented evi
dence for a number of cl'u:;tnl anomalies south or the caldera under the moun
tain block (Fiau.l!'f.l 1~). BeCl1tHH:l of t.he rec~nt deployment or ml:lny recording 
steticn~ in thi!! r®3tOn. our ~fforte hnv~ cOi1centratod hGro. although wa hnva 
maintained our wetch for Sowave shndovrin8 relatod to the caldera itself. How
ever, we nota that VIE! have seen relativC11y few ex.amples of Sowave shadowing 
sinca initiation of the tm·Une system (a fev! dozen tn~amples In 50000 traces). 
Most of the past "rork on S-w6.ve shadowing was done by F. Ryall, who dillcontine 

ued her efforts fairly early in 19B5: this probably expll'l.ins in part why our cala
log has few such observations. Becauso of interest in this phenomenon, we nrc 
now developing n method to do a computer search, based on spectt'o.l ratios and 
slatistical criteria, so that the analysis method can be made more objective and 
repeatable. !'Jur efforts havo deemphas\zed S-w8ve shadowing because we have 
been focussing on what appear to be more pt'omislng mt1thods (see below). A 
Rignifimmt. pr·"bl('!m wit.h t.he method i~ thAt, we I\lmo~t. nev~r see S-wtwe Flhadow
lng for short I'.mvel paths. In fact, the DOE-supported stallons placed along the 
western bOllnnary of the White Mountains were located with lhe idea of obtaining 
shadowed records to those azimuths. but so far not a single example of shadow
ing al lhose stations hud been observed. Therefore, the problem is thal, even if 
shadowin8 is seen, the travel path is so long that it is quite ditncull to pinpoint 
the location of the causative crustal anomalous zone. In Cact, this is the main 
rea.son why vurious investl~ators doubt the accu.racy of the map locations of the 
Sandel'S (19tH) proposed magma bodies. 

2.:1.2. POl~t.-S PluuwN. 

During lhe present contracting period we havt;l tecorded. some 40 examples 
of o.n cxtttl.ordinary phase t.hat comcs in vcry strongly nnd quite n bit behind the 
S wave at only one station (Denton). Hereinafter this phfiSO Is cnl!ed the Banton 
phase. The epicenters or earthquakes for which tbi~ phase were seen are shown 
in Fir.~r6 13, We s(~a that these events clu3ter mostly in 0. region west of the Hil
ton Creek fnutt (Hef) and south of the caldern. 
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Ii'litu'e 12. Summary of earthquakes used to doUnl'llite attenuating bodles south 
of Long Valley caldera. The avant~ used in the Mnlysis aro shown as solld dols 
(lop ima.ge). In the bottom image, showing sections parallel and perpandlculLlr 
to Hilton Cnlck Fault (Her). the solid dots are the projoctlol1S of earlhqul1ke!l 
which show S-wava shadowing and tho open circles !.Ibnw earthquakes producing 
normal seismograms, There appears to be an !1!Jsocia.tion of the events causing 
s),'ldowing with the Inferred projection to depth of HeF, glven as the dashed line 
In the lower )'ight section 130'. From !tyall nnd HyaH (19U4~), 
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In order to understand the nature of the Benton phase better, a 3-
component wideband digital seismograph was placed, alongside the existing 
lelemetered short-period vertical instrument on which the phase had first been 
noted. Traces as recorded for the earthquake of 15 August 1984 at 1650 GCT are 
shown in Figure 14. The Benton phase is the large arrival. seen about seven 
seconds later than S. The location of this earthquake is indicated also in Figure 
13. 

Consider first the particle motions of the P-wave as compared wilh the laler 
Benton phase. In Figui'cs 15 and 16 we present blown up versions of lhe lhree 
components for closer analysis. We see (Figure 15) that the P-wave moves up. ~ 
and E. Le .. longitudinal in the direction from the source to the receiver. which is 
from the SW. On the other hand. the Benton phase (Figure 16) shows particle 
motion on the horizontal components which is dominantly in the direction about 
N 20° E. some 30 degrees counterclockwise from the direction of P. Moreover. 
note that the vertical component (top trace) is shifted 90 degrees in phase from 
the two horizontal components. Therefore. this motion has the characteristics 
of a Rayleigh wave whose direction of advance is from S 20° W. As corroboration. 
notice that the, bottom two components in Figures 14 and 16 show a fairly obvi
ously dispersed wave train. typical of sut'face waves. However. this cannot sim
ply be a Rayleigh wave that travelled directly from the source to the receiver. 
because the arrival time is much too late (note that the interval Be-nton - S is 
double the interval S . ,0). We are forced to conclude that the travel path is 
complex. 

We had originally thought that the Benton phase originates as a lateral 
reflection off a strong vertical discontinuity in Long Valley calder.a (e.g .• from 
one of Sander·s. 1984 magma bodies). However. the sense of Rayleigh wave 
motion has the direction of advance from S 20° W. which is the general direction 
of the south end of HCF. It is notorious that the Benton phase is seen on almost 
no other station. including stations closer or beyond Benton on this same 
azimuth such as ORC (see Figure 13). It appears to us that the strong selectivity 
of the Benton phase (revealing itself only at that station) results because of a 
strongly azimuthally-dependent focussing effect by waves incident on a curved 
(cylindrical?) velocity anomaly near the south end of HCF. The kind of scatter
ing model we have in mind is suggested by the ray tracing models shown in Fig
urcs 17 and 18. In these figures we show the effect of scattering of rays from 
either a perfectly planar interface or a geometry about of the scale and type we 
are thinking of. namely a cylinder a few km in extent with some undulations (to 
simulate first-order deviations from a perfect cylinder). The second diagram 
shows how the rays can focus and defocus at many different distances and 
azimuths. and. in particular. how. by coincidence. amplification could appear at 
an isolated station like Benton. 

2.3.3. Pre-S Phases South of the Caldfml. During the past contract period we 
have found 70 examples of yet another pattern in waveforms that has puzzled us 
(or seven years: the existence of strong phases occurring between the P and S
waves of earthquakes south of Long Valley caldera. A summa.ry of these observa
tions is given in Figure 19. In Figure 20 is sho'l'ffi an example which is a para
digm of this phenomenon. At all stations where it is recorded. the phase has the 
same general appearance as the P-wave (S usually having visibly lower frequency 
content), Where three-component records are available. the phase appears 
strongest on the vertical component. Considering the records shown. we note 
that the phase must almost certainly be caused by a laleral reflection (low 
incidence angle) because it is so strong (for cert.ain events tois phase is the larg
est on any of the three components). and because the sources are almost 
directly under the recorder. Note that a refiection from below the source is 
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Figure 17. Ray tracing showing reflection from a flat-lying reflector. Because of 
th(: assumed smoothness of the reflector. the reflected rays are uniformly 
spaced. 
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Figure HI. Ray tracing showing reflection from an elliptical boundary with some 
irregularities. There is striking focussing and defocussing of the ray energy with 
both distance and azimuth. We suppose that Benton lies at a point where there 
is focllssing of reflected energy relative to the south end of Hilton Creek fault 
(however NOTE that this b far from a unique ex!"lanation for this phase), 
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Figure 19. Map locations of earthquakes south of the caldera showing pre-S 
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Figure 20. Digital event recorder seismograms of an aftershock of the 04 
October 1978 Wheeler Crest earthquake. station BIW. To~ trace: W1VVB time 
code: boltom three t.races: vertical and two horizontal components of ground 
velocity in the band range 0.1 to 50 Hz. Numbers left of each lraee denote max:
imum trace amplitude (digital counts). The P and S arrivals have been 
identified. along with the pre-S phase labelled "?" on the vertical component. 
The earthquake is 13 km deep almost directly under the recording site. About 
30 records like this were obtained for a distribution of aftershocks several km N 
and S of the recording site. 
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Figure 21. Plot of Sap versus X-P time in seconds, where "X" is the preaS firrival 
shown in Figure 20. Note that the X-P time appears to increase with Sop time, 
which eliminates a number of possible explanations for this phase (such as a 
reflection from a flat-lying layer below lhe sources of the earthquakes). 



ruled r)Ut. because the moveoul lime of the phase relative to the P onset weakly 
inct'cases wit.h the focal depths of the event.s, as we can see from FitEUll'e 21: a 
reflection from below the sources would show a decrease in X-P interval for an 
increase of Sop interval. Comparing Figure 19 with Figure 9 we !we t.hat only a 
small fraction of the aftershocks of the Round Valley earthquake produce preaS 
phases within the UNR network, and that the Round Valley fault, just west of sta
lion WMD, serves as a ro.lher sharp boundary between the e-arthquakes that show 
the phase (to the west) and those that do not (to the ca.st of the fault). 

Of all the unusual phuses seen on :oeismograms taken in and nea.r Lona Va.l
ley caldera, these preaS ones are unique in that they are seen over compara
tively short. travel paths (often al epicentral distances comparable or smaller 
than the hypocenlral depth). This provides the potential to locale the source of 
any causative cru~lal anomaly quite precisely. We are now performing master
event relocations of lhose earthquakes which showed a preaS reflection at the 3· 
component digital statlor' BIW (F'igure 20). Ont:! int.eresting observation (Figure 
22) is that the eart.hquaKes which show the pre-S phase most strongly at BIW 
cluster in two widely sepatllted groups. 

Figure 23 is a map showing the occut'rence of prODS phases by slation. It is 
remarkable that. the stations showing the obscr-vation most. frequently are 
grouped around the south end of HCF, with sLation BIW the one at. which the 
phase has been seen mOl'll orten. 

As another indication that the south end of HCF is intimately associated 
with this phase, we present Fitruro 24. This figure shows the earthquakes having 
the pre-S phase at station PRE and station WMD. It is noteworthy that earth
quakes under PRB are mostly responsible for observations of preaS al WMD while 
earthquakes under WMD are mostly responsible Cor observation::; of preaS under 
PRE, a sort of "reversed profile" on whicb t.he south end of HCr falls about mid
way between the two stations. 

We have been proceeding with the working hypothesis that these preaS 
phases are P reflections from shallow crust.al anomalies (olherwise why would 
these phases have an appearance more like P than S on records which show 
obvious deficiency of high-frequency encrgy in the S-wave as compared with the 
P). It is tempting, therefore, to imagine that lhese are reflections from shlitJ.ow
crustal magma bodies. However, we can point out one substantial problem with 
this idea. In their work on the Rio Gr'lnd rift of New Mc!tico, Sanford et al. (1973) 
presented reflections from what they lake to be a possible. zone of magma, but 
the refleded phase is clearly an S wave, not a. P. In fact, S should reflect more 
strongly than P from a solid-liquid interface, so we would expect to find strong 
post-S reflections if the pre-S phases are reflected p, and these are ulmost 
nowhere seen. However, in the records presented by Sanford et ai. (1973) we 
can see what looks like a pre-S reflection (although it is weaker than the post-S 
phase): moreover. the reflecting horizons there are assumed to be almost flat
lying, while at Mammoth such reflectors must. huve sul;stantial dip, which may 
o.ccount for the relativcly grcater amplitudcs ~or thc prc-S phuscs at Mammoth. 

2.3.4. Prc-S PhCUlGf!! North of the Caldera. Following the work of Zucea and Mills 
(1986) 'l"C have recently found another strong and unexpected phaRe at the sin
gle station SLK. to the NW of l.ong Valley caldera. An example of 11 record show
ing this phase IS given in Fi.gure 25: the earthquakes which produce this phase 
are given in Figure 28. In Figure 27 we present a travel time curve fOI' the p. 
wave arrivals, S-wave arrivals, and the SLl< phase. Note that the earthquakes 
which show the phase L'I.l 8LK OCCllr in a rather limited zone sOllth of the caldera 
(compare Figures 26 and 7). The shape of this zone is a NW-trending ellipse 
pointed al the SLK station. Looking at Figure 25 we see that, unlike the preaS 
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Figure 22. USGS locations of some of the aftershocks or the 04 October 1978 
Wheeler Cr~st earthquake. Closed symbols der,oLe earthquakes showing Lhe 
pre-S reflection. with the solid symbols for those showing it strongly. and oprJn 
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Figure 23. Occurrance of pre-S phases by station, with lhe numbers in 
pa.rentheses giving the number of observations at t.hat station. The st.ations in 
smaller leUer's are lhose for which 1 or (ewet' observation of pre-S he.s been 
seen. The south end of Hilton Creek fault [s the line which ends by the leller B 
in PRB. 
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Figure 25. Example of a pre-S phase at station SIJ( for the earthquake of 26 
November 1984 at 1627 GeT. The phase identified as "P" is the P arrival and the 
phase identified as "S" is the pre-S arrival (with true S following about one 
second later). 
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Pre-S Phases, at Station SLK 
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Figure 26. Station SLK (solid triangle upper left) and the ~arthquakes (solid 
squares) which have given rise to lhe pre-S phase at that station. 
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Figure 27. Travel time data for P, pre-So and S arrivals at station SLK. with 
abscissas ranging from 0 to 100 km and ordinates ranging from 0 to 30 seconds. 
The t.wo lines show predicted half space travel time curves (surface sources) for 
P and for S at velocities of 5.8 and 3.4 km/sec. The line of observations preced
ing those of S are the arrivals in question. Note that. over quite a range in dis
tance. the pre-S tr.avei time curve parallels S. and that the intercept of a line 
drawn through these data is negative. 
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phases that are seen south or the caldera. the character of the SLK phase is 
more like S than P. Figure 27 suggests that the phase is associated with S 
rather than P. qecause over quite a considerable distance range the travelqtime 
curve appears to track that of the S phase. However. again we are faced with ,11 

problem of interpretation: note that the intercept time of the SLK phase is 
negative. It is impossible to obtain a travel lime curve with negative intercept 
for any layer model in which the layers are flat lying (for flat-lying structures 
the slowness must be strictly non-increasing. and the intercept at close dis
tances is zero)1 

It is not easy to conjul'e up models which come close to p:'oducing a travel 
time curve to match the observations shown in Figure 27, but one model is sug
gested. Noting that the earthquakes sho'wing lhe SLK phase occur in a northwes
terly trend. and that this trend passes close to the magma bodies proposed by 
Sanders (1984). Vie have hypothesized that the SLK pb.fl.se is an S which converts 
to P in the magma body then back to an S for the remainder of the travel path 
to SLK. A crude and preliminary example of ray tracing. which gives approxi
mately the right values for the travel times. is given in Figure 28. This 
hypothesis involves two S to P conversions at rather small angles of incidence. 
Therefore. on this hypothesis the amplitude of the SLK phase would be expected 
to be quite a bit smaller than the amplitude of S. !'in obvious problem since this 
phase is both quite strong and commonly observed. 

\l e note in passing that. although the SLI< phase appears to be similar in 
appearance to a similar pre-S phase seen by Zucca and Mills (1986) for an array 
near and east of SLK. the nature of his phase is quite different, showing a travel 
time with slowness markedly different from that of S (he hypothesizes that his 
pre-S phase is a deep P-ref!ecticn from the bottom of G. magma body)'. 

Task 3. Study of Magma Bodies. 

In the previous section Wfl have documented several independent lines of 
evidence which suggest the participation of shallow-crustal magma in the distor
tion of locally-recorded waveforms. While the method of S-wave shadowing. so 
successfully employed in the past. has been a disappointment in the analysis so 
far done using the digital on-line data. we continue to accumulate evidence for 
at least one major crustal anomaly in the mountain block south of the caldera. 
In particular. it now seems quite reasonable to pinlJoint the map location of one 
of these as being located. near the south end of Hilton Creek fault. The evidence 
for t.he associat.ion of magma with t.his spot. given in chronological order of 
discovery. is as follows: (1) focal mechanisms of the larger earthquakes of the 
Mammoth Lakes sequence. obtained from the inversion of body-wave teleseismo
grams. are suggestive of non double-couple focal mechanisms more typical of a 
dyke-injection type of source (JUlian. 1983; Aid, 1984). Two of these earth
quakes. those of 27 May 1980 and 04 October 1978. more or less straddle the 
south end of HCF; (2) S-wave shadowing has been documented by Ryall and Ryall 
(1984) for several areas soulh of the caldera (see Figure 12). The best docu
mented case is the south end of HCF; (3) a very unusual post-S phase seen at 
Benton has particle motion which is that of a Rayleigh wave whose direction of 
approach is from the approximate direction of the south end of HCF (Figures 13 
and 14); (4) strong pre-S phases. seen quite commonly at 'stations south of the 
caldera. show a decided concentration around the south end of HCF (Figure 23). 
with more direct evidence for its participation in the geometric disposition of 
epicenters and stations showing the phase (Figure 24). To this evidence. we can 
add a fifth point. which is documented in Figure 29. In this figure is shown a 
map of the beUer-quality epicenters as recorded by the on-line system since 
May 1984. Comparing with Figure 12. we see that two of the three shallow-
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Figure 29. UNR catalog locations of earthquakes south of the caldera. The 
arrows point to two spots, midway along and at the south end of Hilton Creek 
fault. in which seismicity is absent. So far as we know. earthquakes are not 
known to occur in these regions at any time (including dunng the intense aft
ershock sequence in 1980). These spots are two zones of S-wave shadovling 
identified independently by Ryall and Ryall (1984): see Figure 12. 
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crustal zones of S-wave screening proposed by Ryall and Ryall (1984) are areas 
where earthquakes were absent within the seismically active zone south of Long 
Valley caldera. The largest of these is near the south end of HCF. All of this 
encourages us to proceed in our efforts at trying to refine and constrain the size 
and shape of a causative crustal anomaly (magma body?) near this location. and. 
as documented elsewhere in this report. the travel time and hypocenter infor
maHon we have have provided the basis for our tentative description of this ano
maly: we suppose that it is roughly cylindrical in shape. a few km in diameter. 
centered near the south end of Hilton Creek fault. and in the depth range 5 to 10 
km. Such a model appears grossly in agreement with all of the observations we 
have noted so far. , 

The recemt discovery of the SLK phase offers an excellent new opportunity 
to bring constraints to bear on the size and nature of the magma bodies within 
Long Valley caldera. If this really is an S to P to S conversion. then. because the 
velocity in the magma is relatively high compared with t.he direct travel path. 
the waves will search this anomaly out (rather than bypass it as a low velocity 
zone). This then provides the ability to time precisely the travel time of P 
through it and. therefore. if we can obtain good estimates for the velocity 
independently. on its geometry. 
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Attachments 



This report summarizes oCfort9 rnl1d~ by the SOismoloatca1 L!1boralory toward 
the detection and delinea.tion of shallow crustal :wn09 in the western Greal 
Basin, and toward the development of mcthodn to accomplish such dolocUon. 
The work cenler!! around the racentlY·Mtiva volcanic center near Long Valley, 
Californir~. The work effort is broken down into throe tasks: (1) network opera
tions, (2) data Il.nalyeis and intcl:"preh.tion. nnd (3) the study of shallow orustal 
anomalies (magma bodies). Section (1) dtHlCribas lho efforts mada to r'ccord 
thousands of earlhqut\k~Hl n06.r the Long Valley oald(:l!'I~, and fOCUlis€iS on lhe 
results obtained for the November 1984 I(ound Valley earlhquo.ke: Section (2) 
describes the majok' effort of thi~ contract, which Wt1B to quantify the large 
volume of seismic dClta being recorded as it pertains to tho gouls of this con
t.ract. Efforts dOf"lCribed heroin include (\) nnalYlds of oart.hqualw foelll mlwhun
Isms, a.nd (11) the cla9sifleaUon, categorization, and Interp~'olI1Uon of unusual 
seismic phases in lGrm~ of reflet:liollf$ and rufrocliol'lll from !lhallow·erulllal 
tmorrlo.lous zones. Seotion (3) summarizes lhe Blt~lu!l of our t'ostlal'ch to date on 
the locations of mllgma bodlo§, with pE\rticular emphta!!is on a location 
corresponding to the mup loca.lion of the lloulh and of Hilton Crcwk faull. F'ive 
line!! of independent evidence, tlUngest thnt magma might be lH!!loci!'l.t~d. with 
lhis spot. F'inally, now evidence on tho large ma.gma bodifJlJ within the Long Val
ley caldora, of inlera»l t.o tho DOE deep drilling projElct, :9 preuented. 
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